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LESS ‘BUBBLES’: Many last year’s high-flyers have struggled YTD, as economies re-opened, bond yields rose, and
investors rotated to value assets. IPOs and SPACs, Tesla (TSLA) and Ark Innovation (ARKK), the FAANGs and
NASDAQ 100 (QQQ) all lagged. The crypto sell-off is the latest example. But broad equities have seen double-digit
gains, and VIX volatility is below long term averages. Markets are more rational, resilient, and supported than feared.

MORE BREADTH: The breadth of equity performance is a strong foundation, and easily visible (see chart) with the
equal-weighted versions of the S&P 500 and Europe’s Stoxx 600 indices significantly outperforming better-known
weighted peers. This ‘everything rally’ breadth is closer to the norm and more sustainable than the tech-led mega-cap
leadership of recent years. The top-ten stocks make up 27% the S&P 500 (SPY) and 17% Europe’s Stoxx 600 index.

MORE SUPPORT: Earnings recovery breadth is also strong, with global forecasts +6% last month, rising in 95% of
equity markets we track, and 93% of industries. We also see more investor breadth. Corporates (share buybacks)
have joined a still big retail presence, and foreigners, in buying US equities, offsetting lukewarm domestic institutional
activity. Corporates have historically been the largest US equity buyers, and buybacks now annualising at US$600bn.

TECH DOWN, NOT OUT: We see cyclicals (XLE, XLI) and value (IWD) leading performance, given lower valuations
and more earnings leverage to GDP. But broad tech (XLK, XLC) is still a key anchor with its c38% global equity
weight. Tech’s structural growth outlook is strong, cash flows large, balance sheets clean, and a combination of rising
earnings forecasts and lower price gains improving valuation. There is a lot more to the sector than just bond yields.

TODAY: German GfK June consumer climate indicator improved to -7 vs recent February low of -15.5, supporting the
outlook for Europe's largest economy, and recent equity (GER30, EWG) outperformance. The consumer is half GDP,
and we see leading the Q2 recovery from the recent ‘double-dip’ recession, with vaccination rates surging over 40%.
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